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Abstract

This paper presents a new approach to improve agent communication. DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) ontology is carried and updated by agent, mobile or stationary. Basic ontology reflects main architecture of DAML. It is updated regularly. On the other hand, extended ontology refers to the domain knowledge constructed using basic ontology. If needed, it is updated when a mobile agent arrives at a website. Its benefits appear to be: 1) improved agent communication in terms of speed, precision, and stability; 2) minimal ontology update; 3) ontology recovery in case of malicious destruction; and 4) precise web page access. An advanced traveler information system (ATIS) is included to demonstrate its feasibility.
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1. Introduction

Agent communication is currently an active agent research area. Every agent system has its specific agent communication protocol. For example, MiLog [5] uses its own communication predicates to realize communication. Bee-gent [12] and ITTalks [9] use, respectively, KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language) and Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [2] Agent Communication Language (ACL) to communicate among agents.
Like ITTalks, this paper adopts FIPA/ACL. Further, the ontology is built using DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) [7] [8]. Most of all, mobile agent carries basic ontology (to be explained shortly) and extended ontology (downloads or updates from another agent system when it travels there). Then, the agent uses the extended ontology to construct content of ACL that should be understood by agents of another agent system. This is just like how human communicates with persons from another community.

Moreover, agents can precisely access the web page encoded in DAML. This realizes the ideal of semantic web [13].

Section 2 describes related work such as Milog, Bee-gent, and ITTalks, including their communication protocols. Section 3 depicts architecture of this implementation, including DAML ontology. Section 4 gives an intelligent transportation system (ITS) example to demonstrate the feasibility of this architecture. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions and looks into the future.

2. Related Works

This section compares three agent-systems, namely, MiLog, Bee-gent, and ITTalks with regard to ACL format and communication scheme, respectively.

1) ACL format:

1. MiLog [5] uses its own ACL format. However, with the growing adoption of FIPA/ACL as the standard, MiLog will have a hard time integrating with other agent systems. In other words, this restricts MiLog from further development and wide acceptance.

2. Bee-gent [12] uses KQML format with XML content. KQML was an ACL used in early days. With the growing acceptance of FIPA as the standard these days, KQML will be difficult to integrate with other agent systems. In addition, XML is less capable in describing resources than DAML. This makes agents difficult to interpret XML content in terms of lower speed and poorer quality.

3. ITTalk [4] uses FIPA format with DAML content. Its ACL is similar to that presented in this paper. However, they differ greatly in
2) Communication mechanism:

1. MiLog [5] uses fixed communication predicates make agent communication less flexible that has restricted agent communication. This is just like people can only use fixed vocabulary to communicate with each other. This will result in poor communication. Contrarily, extended ontology is used in this paper to construct content that will make agent more human-like.

The example below shows how MiLog agents communicate. In MiLog, an agent (agentA) want to know another agent (agentB) how it feels now, agentA will use the predicate below to query:

```
query ( agentB, feeling (Now) )
```

Because that the number of predicates (such as “query”), actions (such as “feeling”), and arguments (such as “Now”) are fixed, this communication mechanism is rather inflexible.

2. Bee-gent [12] uses mediation agent (a mobile agent) to assist stationary agents in communication. It uses XML to construct the ontology. However, XML ontology in different agent systems are difficult to be understood, because different basic tags (see “basic ontology” to be described shortly) may be used in different ontology. More importantly, it has no mechanism to carry and update ontology that makes it impossible to resolve the problem with different ontology.

3. Every agent in ITTalks [9] administ rates its own ontology, but it doesn’t utilize the mechanism that carries and updates ontology to assist agent communication and mobile agent. Thus, the agents can only communicate with very limited constructs that are available to all the agents. Moreover, without mobile agent, network congestion will seriously affect performance.

3. Carrying updated DAML ontology
The so-called “basic ontology” [1] reflects main architecture of DAML. It is based on Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS), and it benefits from SHOE [10] and OIL [6]. It is a group of some defined tags called “basic tags”. And “extended ontology” is the ontology that agent system uses basic ontology to further construct according to its needs.

Every agent, whether mobile or stationary, must carry basic ontology with regular updates. Fig. 1 reveals the content of basic ontology. The first line is the comment showing that the basic ontology is version 1.7. Lines 3-6 are XML namespaces (xmlns). Beneath line 8 are some more detailed description, and the definition of elements, attributes and properties.

```xml
1    <!-- $Revision: 1.7 $ of $Date: 2001/06/06 01:38:21 $. -->
2
3    <rdf:RDF
4      xmlns:rdf ="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
5                     .  .  .
6     >
7
8    <rdf:Description rdf:about=""
9      <versionInfo>$Id: daml+oil.daml,v 1.7 2001/06/06 01:38:21 mdean Exp
10      $</versionInfo>
11      <imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema"/>
12      </rdf:Description>
13
14    <!-- (meta) classes of "object" and datatype classes -->
15
16    <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Class">
17      <rdfs:label>Class</rdfs:label>
18      <rdfs:comment>
19          The class of all "object" classes
20      </rdfs:comment>
21      <rdfs:subClassOf
22      rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Class"/>
23      </rdfs:Class>
24
25    </rdf:RDF>
```

Fig. 1. Basic ontology
There are two ways to carry updated ontology:

1) Agents, stationary or mobile, will regularly check agent version on the Agent update site for new agent version with updated basic ontology. This is similar to the update function in Windows System. If the website has the new agent version, the agents will download it to update themselves.

2) After mobile agent travels to another website, it will check the extended ontology on the website. If it is different, the agent may or may not discard, based on user setting, original extended ontology and download it.

Extended ontology refers to the domain knowledge constructed using basic ontology. Fig. 2 reveals an extended ontology. Lines 1-12 are some description and namespaces. Most importantly, domain knowledge in agent system is shown below line 13.

After a mobile agent has the same extended ontology as that of a stationary agent or a DAML-enabled Web, it can construct DAML-based ACL to directly communicate with the stationary agent and, furthermore, to access the information and services on the DAML-enabled Web [3].

Fig. 3 shows the content constructed using “NCURoom” extended ontology. Based on it, agent precisely understands all the information of 0B-23 classroom that it wants to find and precisely access that information.

Figures 4-5 reveals the whole agent communication scheme. Every agent will regularly check agent version on the Agent update site to update itself (see Fig. 4). As shown in Fig. 5, on every web service site, there is a stationary agent (ordinary agent or a wrapper agent.) Or, the website may be a Middle Agent Site or a DAML-enabled website. When a mobile agent representing a user travels on the network in order to access information or carry out some actions, it will carry basic ontology to travel to the destination and download the extended ontology on the website. Then, the mobile agent can communicate with the stationary agent or precisely access information on the DAML-enabled website.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<!DOCTYPE uridef (View Source for full doctype...)>
<!-- This document uses entity types as a shorthand for URIs. Download the source for a version with unexpanded entities. -->
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf=http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
    <daml:Ontology about=""/>
</rdf:RDF>

Fig. 2. Extended ontology

<rdf:RDF xmlns:NCURoom = "http://www.csie.ncu.edu.tw/ontologies/ClassRoom#">
    <NCURoom:ClassRoom>
        <NCURoom:firstNum>0B</NCURoom:firstNum>
        <NCURoom:lastNum>23</NCURoom:lastNum>
        <NCURoom:RoomName>Computer ClassRoom</NCURoom:RoomName>
    </NCURoom:ClassRoom>
</rdf:RDF>

Fig. 3 DAML-based ACL
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Fig. 4. Mobile Agent (or stationary agent) will regularly check agent version on the Agent update site for new agent version with updated basic ontology.

[Diagram showing interactions between Mobile Agent, Agent Update Site, Web Site, Web Service, Stationary Agent, Semantic Web Site (DAML-enabled web site), Middle Agent Site, Middle Agent Service, and Middle Agent with Basic and Extended Ontology.]
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Fig. 5 (above) Mobile Agent will download the extended ontology on the website. Then, the mobile agent can communicate with the stationary agent or precisely access information on the DAML-enabled website.

4. ATIS Example

After depicting the agent communication protocol of this system, an example of ATIS (Advanced Traveler Information Systems) will be given next.

The services spread on the Hsin-chu Science Park are web services and middle agent services. Each stationary agent on the service site represents the service and owns both basic ontology and extended ontology.

Fig. 6 reveals the scenario. When a user plans to travel to the Science Park, he/she only needs to send personal mobile agent carrying basic ontology and some necessary information to internet in advance (see step1 in Fig. 6). The agent will travel to the web service site and query the stationary agent on it about which route is faster, based on the carried information. Of course, interactions between the agents are the mobile agent first updates extended ontology, and then uses it to construct the content of ACL. Having done this, the mobile agent is able to communicate with the stationary agent (see step2 in Fig. 6).

Step1
If the mobile agent needs some web service (such as room reservation), but does not know where to request, it can query the middle agent to find the service. The communication between the agents would be rather fast, as it does not require downloading ontology through network. Therefore, quick processing can be expected.

If the web service site has no relevant information, the mobile agent will travel to another site. It only needs to check whether or not the extended ontology on the site is the same as its ontology. If it is, the mobile agent can directly communicate with the stationary agent. If it is not, the agent may or may not discard, based on user setting, original extended ontology and download the extended ontology on the site. Finally, after getting the needed information, the mobile agent returns and reports back to user. Notice that agents will not carry out correct behaviors even after ontology update – unless programmers design agents to do so.
5. Conclusions

There appear to be four benefits of using this approach as below:

1. Improved agent communication:

   First, the mobile agent can interact with stationary agent without network. And, because of carrying basic ontology and extended ontology, the agent can handle ACL message without downloading ontology. This makes fast processing. Second, by using the specifics of DAML, the agent can precisely construct ontology. Further, it can construct precise content any time by using carried ontology. This ensures precise communication. Third, in case that the internet is down, agent can still works. This makes stable communication.

2. Minimal ontology update:

   Supposing that mobile agent travels to another website, after it downloaded the extended ontology on the website, it only needs to check whether or not the extended ontology on another web site is the same as its extended ontology. If they are the same, it can directly communicate with the stationary agent on the website. That means the extended ontology does not have to be downloaded every time. This will make minimal download. In a sense, this is human-like, as human “download” (learn) only when he/she travels to unfamiliar communities.

3. Secure ontology recovery:

   If the ontology on some website is destroyed maliciously, the mobile agent can notify the stationary agent and help to recover the ontology on the website after arriving there. This will protect agent communication from the impediment.

4. Precise web page access:

   Agent can precisely access web page on the DAML-enabled websites. It only needs to check whether or not the ontology that is used to markup the web page is the same as the ontology it carries. If they are the same, the agent can precisely access the web page.
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At last, let us look into the future. As ontology is becoming popular and its development is easier than before – thanks to the emergence of DAML, it is expected that widely-accepted ontology will be available in the near future. For example, the DAML-based Web Service Ontology (DAML-S) shows this trend. With different versions of ontology, DAML-S continuously adds new web service tags to it for people to better describe web services. Consequently, agents can find the web services more precisely and easily.

This is like human carrying fixed vocabulary. As time passes by, some new vocabulary is added to it. Similarly things happened to ontology. By using these ontologies, agents have a set of communication vocabulary to follow. Hence agents can find the web services they want quickly and correctly.
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